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HFC Readiness for DOCSIS 3.1
Group Working Away
®

Operational practices being planned for immediate development by the
SCTE HFC Readiness for DOCSIS® 3.1 Special Working Group (SWG) are:
Return path laser optimization for 85 MHz loading; HFC network optimization;
Explanation of DOCSIS® 3.1 configuration options and their effect on the end-to-end network;
Downstream loading optimization for multiwavelength optics and high-output RF amplifiers
(with extended bandwidth, up to 1.2 GHz); Planning the in-home architecture for 85 MHz
upstream and/or 1,218 MHz downstream; 85 MHz upstream operation; and Workforce
education and technician test equipment.
+ SCTE Senior Director of Engineering Dean Stoneback is responsible for the HFC
Readiness Special Working Group. He can be reached at dstoneback@scte.org.

A Word From the Chairman
I want to take a few moments of your precious time and thank you for joining with
me in the important endeavor of technical standards development for the cable
telecommunications industry. For those of you who do not know me personally, I have
been a part of the broadcasting and cable TV industry for more than 37 years, 25 of
them with cable. In 2000, when I joined AT&T Broadband, I started a new career path
in standards development. Over the next eight years, I was involved at the ITU, SCTE,
CEA, and Energy Star. I also chaired the Technical Committee for both the CEA/NCTA
One-Way and tru2way negotiations with the FCC.

BY

Bill Warga
Chairman
SCTE Engineering Committee

So, I have standards in my blood and have had the privilege to work with many of you over the years on many projects.
Standards work never seems to get the credit it deserves in our industry. Many take the approach that standards work
is as painful as watching paint dry. Most of us that have been involved in standards know that is not the case. Without
well-developed standards, technology would never be able to move forward or as quickly as it does today. This is true
of other industries, too. In cable TV, we can thank organizations like SCTE and CableLabs® for continued development
work in many key areas. DOCSIS® is a great example of what a standard can do that changed an entire industry, let
alone an entire worldwide connected ecosystem where MSOs are the dominate players today.
I want to move SCTE forward in the standards arenas. I feel we need to stay in step with other established SDOs
without losing sight of our goals and objectives. So, I will attempt to reach out to other organizations above and beyond
liaison statements to identify where we can collaborate on common technologies. I think this will benefit all involved.
I also will try my best to strengthen SCTE’s international presence.

(continued on back page)
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Welcome New
Standards Members
These are the organizations that had joined the SCTE
Standards Program in 2015 as of March 12.

Accedian Networks
Cartesian

Emerson Climate
Technologies

Challenger Cable

Itelecom USA

CLEAResult

Schneider Electric

EdgeConneX

Shentel Cable
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New Work Projects
• EC-2015-001, Thermal Oxidative Stability of Foamed Polyethylene Using a Differential Scanning Calorimeter Test Procedure
• EC-2015-002, Alternate Ad Insertion Timing Messaging

UHF, MEASUREMENTS, FCC, AND MORE
Network Operations Subcommittee Update
(Ron Hranac, Chairman)
The majority of recent activity under the SCTE Network
Operations Subcommittee (NOS) has been in NOS Working
Group 1 (WG1). The following is a brief summary of major
NOS WG1 documents published and activities:
SCTE 209 2015, Technical Report: UHF Leakage, Ingress,
and Direct Pickup. Following two years of field tests and
lab work, a detailed technical report on UHF leakage, ingress,
and direct pickup was completed by NOS WG1. Now through
the balloting and comment resolution process, the document
has been published by SCTE. Following publication, certain
sections of SCTE 209 2015 will be adapted into a set of SCTE
operational practices and made available to the industry.
Review: SCTE Measurements Recommended Practices,
4th Edition. NOS WG1 completed a comprehensive review
of SCTE Measurements Recommended Practices, 4th Edition
(SMRP). Next steps include prioritizing SMRP sections for
individual updates. Under consideration is dividing SMRP
into multiple individual operational practices.
SCTE 204 2014, FCC Proof of Performance Checklist;
SCTE 205 2014, Outside Plant Power Supply Preventive
Maintenance RP. These documents were approved in the
SCTE Engineering Committee balloting process in 2014 and
are now formal recommended practices available for download
at www.scte.org/standards.
Update: FCC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Part 76.
NOS WG1 continues to monitor the status of a 2012 FCC
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) pertaining to

proof-of-performance tests on digital signals
and signal leakage of digital signals. Since the
closure of the comments and reply comments
period to the NPRM, there has been no other
activity by the FCC.

Ron Hranac

Here are some of the plans for 2015 for NOS
WG3, Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery:
• Project Phoenix HAM Radio Trial—a proof-of-concept exercise
for MSOs to use HF radio communications as a last resort
means in all-systems-down scenarios.
• Expansion of SCTE 206 2014—building out operational
practices based on earlier adopted business continuity and
disaster recovery practices.
• Mobile Charging Station Demo—plans for an industry event
display are in the works with support from Alpha, Comcast,
Cox, Time Warner Cable, and MetroCast.
+ Learn about NOS at www.scte.org/standards.
Ron Hranac is technical leader, cable access business
unit, Cisco Systems. Hranac recently was named
chairman of NOS. He continues to serve as chairman of
NOS Working Group 1 (NOS WG1), which reports to NOS.
+ Ron Hranac, as did the other four subcommittee
chairmen, recently became a member of the
SCTE Engineering Committee. Read the SCTE
Standards Program press release from March 5 at
http://www.scte.org/news/default.aspx?CategoryId=2.

BREAKING NEW GROUND IN TRANSPORT, VIDEO
Digital Video Subcommittee Update
(Paul Hearty, Chairman)

• DVS 1208, MPEG DASH for IP-Based Cable Services
Part 3: DASH/FF (File Format) Profile

Aside from maintenance of a large
number of standards and recommended
practices, including those for Digital
Program Insertion (DPI), the SCTE Digital
Video Subcommittee (DVS) is engaged
in two areas of new development:

• DVS 1209, MPEG DASH for IP-Based Cable Services
Part 4: Recommended Practices for Conversion Between
MPEG-2 TS and ISO-BMFF (Base Media File Format)

New Transport Technologies
Paul Hearty
(i.e., MPEG DASH, Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP). DVS’s MPEG DASH Ad Hoc
Group, formed in June 2012 to evaluate adaptive streaming
technology and to identify the impact of MPEG DASH on
existing SCTE standards, was promoted to full Working Group
(WG7) status in 2014. The group is working at a rapid pace
due to the recognized importance of DASH for cable. The
group is working on five specifications, which are on track for
approval in the second quarter:

New Video Technologies. DVS’s New Coding Technologies
Drafting Group is working on two new standards for HighEfficiency Video Coding (HEVC or ISO/IEC H.265), which are
on track for approval in the second quarter:

• DVS 1206, Reference Architecture for ABS (Adaptive Bitrate
Services) Services for Cable
• DVS 1202, MPEG DASH for IP-Based Cable Services
Part 1: MPD Constraints and Extensions
• DVS 1203, MPEG DASH for IP-Based Cable Services
Part 2: DASH/TS (Transport Stream) Profile

Recently Revised Standards
and Operational Practices
• SCTE 35, Digital Program Insertion Cueing Message for Cable
• SCTE 145, Test Method for Second Harmonic Distortion of
Passives Using a Single Carrier
• SCTE 151, Mechanical, Electrical, and Environmental
Requirements for RF Traps and Filters
• SCTE 194-2, DTS-HD AUDIO SYSTEM–Part 2: Constraints
for Carriage over MPEG-2 Transport

ANSI Reaccredits SCTE;
Audit Slated Soon
Revised SCTE Standards Program operating procedures were
approved by ANSI in January 2015. Here are the key revisions:
• Approval ballots shortened to two weeks; this shorter ballot
time at both the subcommittee and engineering committee
levels allows the program to quickly produce relevant
standards for the industry
• Streamlined administrative processes
• Updated Intellectual Property Policy
• Updated Liaison Policy
• Incorporation of additional Standards Program outputs,
technical reports, and trial standards
ANSI is slated to audit the SCTE Standards Program the week
of April 6, 2015. ANSI conducts the audit every five years.
+ Read the SCTE Standards Program press release
from March 5 at http://www.scte.org/news/default.
aspx?CategoryId=2.
+R
 ead the operating procedures at http://www.scte.org/
standards/Standards_Development.aspx.

The group is establishing joint work activities with DASH-IF
(Industry Forum) at DASH-IF’s request and is coordinating
with MPEG and 3GPP.

• DVS 1166 Part 1, HEVC Video Constraints
• DVS 1166 Part 2, MPEG-2 Transport Constraints
DVS is coordinating with ATSC for compatibility with
next-generation (ATSC 3.0) broadcast.
+ Learn about DVS at www.scte.org/standards.
Paul J. Hearty, Ph.D., is vice president, technology
standards office, Sony Electronics Inc.

Kavi Workspace Update
The SCTE Standards Program is pleased to announce
plans for updating to Kavi Workspace version 6. The
current Workspace version is v5. WS6 promises an improved
user interface and a cleaner look and feel. The update is
expected to take place later this year or early in 2016.

Standards Support
The SCTE Standards Program proudly welcomes
Dawn-Marie Clark. She has been hired part time at
SCTE headquarters, in Exton, Pa., to handle technical
editing and formatting of Standards documents.

Setting Sights on DOCSIS 3.1
®

Data Standards Subcommittee Update
(David Fellows, Chairman)
The SCTE Data Standards Subcommittee
(DSS) has had a pause in its activity,
gathering steam to tackle the entire
set of DOCSIS® 3.1 specifications.
That work will ramp up over the
course of this year. The subcommittee
develops standards for the delivery of
digital service for high-speed data,
video, and VoIP over cable networks.

David Fellows

+ Learn about DSS at www.scte.org/standards. David
Fellows is a consultant with Genovation Capital.
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A WORD FROM THE CHAIRMAN
(continued from front page)

I look forward to collaborating with the SCTE Engineering Committee and all of you
in the months ahead to advance the SCTE Standards Program—including getting to
know those of you I have not had the privilege of meeting and getting re-acquainted
with old friends, too. We have a lot of work ahead of us focusing on many targeted
development goals regarding Energy 2020, Wi-Fi, HEVC/DASH, SDV/NFV Networks,
and other technologies that need our immediate attention and due diligence to get
standards across the goal line.
Bill Warga is vice president, technology, and member of the Chief Architecture
Group, Liberty Global.

More Fiber
Interface Practices Subcommittee Update
(Kevin Gantt, Chairman)
Since the 1980s, the SCTE Interface Practices and In-Home
Cabling Subcommittee (IPS) has been developing standards and
Kevin Gantt
recommended practices for cables, connectors, and active and
passive equipment and related laboratory test procedures used
by systems throughout the broadband industry. In the early days, IPS standards and
recommended practices were designed for use in coaxial networks. As the industry
shifted toward hybrid fiber-coaxial network designs, IPS matched the change by
shifting its focus to the development of fiber-optic-related standards. The subcommittee
comprises five active working groups covering a range of critical component topics
aimed to maintain interoperability as broadband technology advances.
Recent activity within IPS has come as a result of the increasing presence of fiber
in the network. IPS first responded by establishing IPS Working Group 5 (Fiber
Optics). Soon after its establishment, the group attracted major attention during
the development of SCTE 174, Radio Frequency over Glass Fiber-to-the-Home
Specification. Since that time, IPS WG5 has reopened SCTE 174 for additional
updates and is also moving along with additional fiber standards with its latest
project being IPS SP 916, Fiber Bend Insensitive Fiber-Optic Patch Cord.
Other activities in IPS involve updating a wide range of passive and active devices
to meet the demands of DOCSIS® 3.1, tighter regulations, and also MoCA®
compliance. In regards to DOCSIS® 3.1, the new technology has the ability to
increase bandwidth beyond the current 1,002 MHz for active and passive devices.
In addition, the subcommittee has been tasked with proposing new standardized
limits for the upstream, downstream, and mid-split frequencies.
Thanks to the large amount of interest, participation, and volume of documents
under its jurisdiction, IPS constantly pursues additional engagement with SCTE
Standards Program members as well as organizations that are prospects for
membership. Recent changes to the Standards Program including the operations
of IPS have allowed the subcommittee to turn around standards projects more
quickly than ever. However, IPS will always require and appreciate any additional
expert input and support from the brightest minds of this industry.
+ Learn about IPS at www.scte.org/standards. Kevin Gantt is senior product
engineer, cable R&D, CommScope.

Productive Plenary
Energy Management
Subcommittee Update
(Dan Cooper, Chairman)
The SCTE Energy
Management
Subcommittee (EMS)
face-to-face plenary
was conducted Feb.
3–4 at Time Warner
Cable in Herndon,
Va. Close to 100
individuals attended Dan Cooper
in person and via
conference bridge to participate in the
continued development of the Energy
2020 program. With the kickoff of
Energy 2020, in conjunction with
SCTE Cable-Tec Expo® 2014, 12 new
organizations have joined the SCTE
Standards Program to directly support
the work of EMS, deepening the pool
of subject matter experts.
SCTE welcomed the gathering at the
plenary meeting in Herndon, including
the new members: Cartesian;
Challenger Cable; CLEAResult; GE
Critical Power; Hitachi Consulting;
Itelecom USA; Rohrer Consulting;
Schneider Electric; Shentel Cable;
SCTi; University of Denver; and
Villanova University.
The plenary meeting was both
motivational, with the presentation
delivered by Energy 2020 Co-Chair John
Schanz of Comcast and facilitated by
SCTE’s Mark Dzuban, and productive,
with breakout sessions for all of the EMS
working groups. The working groups
make the rubber meet the road, and
their hard work has resulted in three
new documents approved under EMS.
These new Standards are: SCTE 210
2015, Performance Metrics for Energy
Efficiency and Functional Density of
Cable Data Generation, Storage,
Routing, and Transport Equipment;
SCTE 211 2015, Energy Metrics for
Cable Operator Access Networks; and
SCTE 212 2015, Cable Operator Energy
Audit Framework and Establishment
of Energy Baseline. They are slated for
approval by ANSI in the second quarter.
Due to the success of the Herndon
venue, the next face-to-face plenary
is planned for the same location:
Time Warner Cable, Herndon, Va.,
Wednesday and Thursday, May 20–21.
+ Learn about EMS at www.scte.org/
standards. Dan Cooper is vice
president, critical infrastructure,
Time Warner Cable.
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